That’s where they were hiding!
The monumental
continents of our youth
took refuge
in the sky,
whose smelt-gold glow
now
shows them up as
shadowed clouds.
They are wary of us, never allowing
us to get
too
close as surely as we
ourselves, looking,
hesitate,
locking
words, descriptors
our own faint wisps,
behind our lips.
Two-footed, terrafirm, I am skeptical
of limits to the perpetually
inaccessible (despite
the most earnest
flailing
of
limbs) - but
I suppose love is
the same way,
or desire,
a vaporous mountain
whose distance gives it
shape,
perspective,
significance. And I suppose lighting
has a lot to do with it:
even in those young,
hungry jungle expeditions
we were led on by
promises of riches, rubies
socketing the wet
sunset
leaves,
exotic birds
and
elaborate
ceremonial dances
twirling above us,
at least

until it got dark when fear and biting
insects
drove us back inside.
But I don’t mean to dismiss sight,
see? Lighting is the way

things truly are when we beheld them,
they keep that beauty as long as we do,
become landmarks,
become the farflung
petals
of a sun-red
compass rose,
pointing back
to an endless ladder.
Up and on we go,
silly pilgrims!
Searching
for solid ground –

-Peter Dayton, Nashville, TN 9/2/13

Looking out a window
facing backwards
on a train is the way I would want
the moment
of death to seem.
If there is a tunnel we cannot see it and light
is not something we approach
but which instead
comes in to us,
brushing houses,
treetops,
the proud spines
of horses on its way, unhurried, golden and gentle.
Not the light of reproach; the clouds are not omens,
their billowy hair tells us
nothing,
though they are the one thing which is not rushing
back and away from us
as we look out, forgetting why
you were so flustered
as you bumped into other passengers
while trying to put away our luggage.
The hills smile with houses, and while we cannot see
the people in them (perhaps
they are
abandoned)
we love them.
We would stop
and visit, pull chairs up to the table and try our best, with
apologetic faces, to speak whatever language has grown out
of this land like an old tree,
limbs
laden
with flowers.
But stopping is not, strictly speaking,
possible now. Our field of view
prevents us from seeing more
of the sun than the bright pollen
with which it has tinted the fields
and telephone poles.
The world wheels by us like a trolley.
The shadows of distant buildings
lengthen.

You point to something out the window
which I cannot see.
Oh
it’s so lovely.
-Peter Dayton, Strasbourg to Munich 7/30/13

